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Abstract
Background: The ability for an evolving population to adapt to a novel environment is achieved
through a balance of robustness and evolvability. Robustness is the invariance of phenotype in the
face of perturbation and evolvability is the capacity to adapt in response to selection. Genetic
robustness has been posited, depending on the underlying mechanism, to either decrease the
efficacy of selection, or increase the possibility of future adaptation. However, the true effect of
genetic robustness on evolvability in biological systems remains uncertain.
Results: Here we demonstrate that genetic robustness increases evolvability of thermotolerance
in laboratory populations of the RNA virus φ6. We observed that populations founded by robust
clones evolved greater resistance to heat shock, relative to populations founded by brittle (less-
robust) clones. Thus, we provide empirical evidence for the idea that robustness can promote
evolvability in this environment, and further suggest that evolvability can arise indirectly via
selection for robustness, rather than through direct selective action.
Conclusion: Our data imply that greater tolerance of mutational change is associated with virus
adaptability in a new niche, a finding generally relevant to evolutionary biology, and informative for
elucidating how viruses might evolve to emerge in new habitats and/or overcome novel therapies.
Background
Evolvability may be defined as the capacity to adapt in
response to selection [1-3], or alternatively as the ability to
access evolutionary innovations [4,5]. These varied defini-
tions echo the diverse opinions on how evolvability might
be influenced by aspects of genetic architecture, especially
genetic robustness – phenotypic constancy in the face of
mutational change [6]. If robustness affects evolvability, it
should impact the ability for organisms to access evolu-
tionary innovations [4,5]. Robustness more easily allows
for the accumulation of mutations that are neutral in the
current environment; should the habitat change, this
robust genetic architecture may then promote access to a
relatively greater number of mutations that are beneficial
for adaptation [5]. For example, a robust population may
be envisioned as residing in a region of a fitness landscape
that is relatively flat, owing to the high proportion of res-
ident genotypes in the population that are equal (neutral)
in fitness [7]. This creates a large 'neutral network' of gen-
otypes that can efficiently traverse the landscape through
random drift, due to their high degree of network connec-
tivity. If environmental change alters the fitness land-
scape, a robust population may experience an evolvability
advantage because newly-arising mutations occur in a
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ied epistatic combinations that may prove beneficial for
adaptation [8].
Until recently, it was controversial whether biological
populations could evolve genetic robustness as posed by
theory [9]. However, empirical work confirms that robust-
ness of RNA viruses can be altered through directional
selection [10], and that elevated mutation rates in RNA
viruses and viroids selects for fitness improvement via
increased robustness despite concomitantly reduced repli-
cation rate [11,12]. In contrast, the relationship between
robustness and evolvability remains elusive; although the
literature contains anecdotal accounts of their purported
link [5,13], these examples mostly derive from the molec-
ular level of organization [5,14]. Furthermore, these data
are inconsistent, with some studies suggesting a positive
relationship between robustness and evolvability [14,15]
and others implying a negative relationship [16-18]. To
date there are no empirical data from biological systems
which examine this relationship [5,6]. An ideal approach
would be to study the influence of robustness on evolva-
bility, using an empirical system where relatively robust
and brittle genotypes have been identified, and which is
tractable for studying adaptation under strong selection in
a novel habitat.
To test whether robustness promotes evolvability, we used
a collection of genetically robust and brittle strains of the
lytic RNA bacteriophage φ6. These strains originally came
from an experimental evolution study [10,19], where rep-
licate virus populations were selected on the bacterium
Pseudomonas syringae pathovar phaseolicola, under low ver-
sus high levels of virus co-infection (Figure 1). Three of
Summary of the propagation schemes for the low and high co-infection treatments in Turner and Chao (1998)Figure 1
Summary of the propagation schemes for the low and high co-infection treatments in Turner and Chao 
(1998). Phage (●) adsorbed to bacterial cells () at a constant multiplicity-of-infection, and this mixture was used to seed a 
bacterial lawn. During overnight growth, the viral progeny formed visible plaques (❍) which were harvested to create a bacte-
ria-free lysate. Plaques in the low co-infection treatment were produced as the result of single infections, whereas those in the 
high co-infection treatment resulted from co-infection by two to three viruses (on average). To control for differences in pop-
ulation size across treatments, one-fifth as many plaques were harvested in the high co-infection treatment. See text for details.Page 2 of 14
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infection (MOI; ratio of infecting viruses to bacterial cells)
of 0.002, where ~99.9% of all infected cells should be
infected by a single virus [19]. In contrast, the other three
lineages were passaged at MOI = 5, where ~97% of
infected cells should be infected by two to three viruses
(the limit to co-infection in φ6; [20]). Co-infection was
controlled by mixing viruses and bacteria at a given MOI,
allowing sufficient time for cell adsorption, and then plat-
ing a dilution of the mixture onto agar with superabun-
dant cells (Figure 1). During overnight incubation, viruses
formed distinct (non-overlapping) plaques, which result
from infected cells that lyse and release viral progeny that
infect neighboring cells. The passage cycle was repeated by
harvesting plaques, removing the bacteria by filtration,
and mixing viruses and naïve (non-coevolving) bacteria at
the controlled MOI. A total of 60 passage cycles were con-
ducted [10]. Because five generations occur during over-
night plaque formation [19], co-infection level was
manipulated every fifth generation and the lineages expe-
rienced roughly 300 generations of viral evolution (Figure
2) [10]. Thus, the two treatments were equivalent, except
that the high co-infection populations more often experi-
enced an environment allowing intracellular virus interac-
tions.
We previously showed that a key intracellular interaction
in virus φ6 is genetic complementation [21], where the
effects of harmful mutations can be masked by superior
protein products provided in trans. Thus, the high co-
infection lineages benefited from complementation as a
'built-in' robustness mechanism to buffer mutational
effects. However, we predicted that this mechanism would
lead to weakened selection for the high co-infection
viruses to maintain individual-level robustness. The
hypothesis was tested in a study where we randomly iso-
lated 10 clones from each of the six previously evolved
populations, and used each of these 60 clones to found a
single lineage that was subjected to a mutation accumula-
tion experiment [10] (Figure 2). Mutation accumulation
Design for an evolution experiment where a wild type bacteriophage φ6 ancestor was used to found 3 lineages in a low level of co-infection treatment, and 3 lin ages in a high co-infection treatmentFigur  2
Design for an evolution experiment where a wild type bacteriophage φ6 ancestor was used to found 3 lineages 
in a low level of co-infection treatment, and 3 lineages in a high co-infection treatment. After 60 days (300 gener-
ations), 10 clones were isolated at random from each population, and used to found lineages that were subjected to a mutation 
accumulation experiment. Cartoon at lower right depicts plaque-to-plaque transfers, where propagating the lineage through 
extreme bottlenecks of a single individual (green plaque) causes drift to overwhelm selection. The mutation-accumulation 
study was used to reveal whether prior ecological history (low versus high co-infection) affected the evolution of robustness: 
virus ability to maintain a constant phenotype (fitness) in the face of random mutational change.Page 3 of 14
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environment where they experienced extreme population
bottlenecks consisting of single-virus passages (i.e.
plaque-to-plaque transfers) on P. phaseolicola (Figure 2).
[Mutation sampling in such experiments is nearly unbi-
ased because genetic drift overwhelms natural selection
during the extreme bottlenecks; without selection, all
non-lethal mutations can fix with roughly equal probabil-
ity, regardless of their deleterious, advantageous or neu-
tral effects [22-24]. But because most mutations are
deleterious, mutation accumulation experiments tend to
cause reduced fitness [22-24].] Serial bottlenecking was
imposed for 20 consecutive days, which should cause
each lineage to fix roughly 1.3 random mutations of dele-
terious effect, on average (i.e., genomic mutation rate of
virus φ6 is ~0.067 deleterious mutations per generation
[24], and 0.067 × 20 bottleneck events ≅ 1.3 fixed muta-
tions [10]). We compared the fitness consequences of
mutation accumulation for lineages founded by viruses
drawn from the two selection treatments, by measuring
the mean magnitude and variance in fitness change that
occurred as a result of bottlenecking. Results confirmed
the hypothesis that viruses historically evolved under high
co-infection were relatively less robust than those evolved
under low co-infection, demonstrated by their greater
mean magnitude and variance in fitness changes gener-
ated by addition of random non-lethal mutations [10]. In
this way, we determined that viruses evolved under 300
generations of low co-infection can be defined as geneti-
cally robust, whereas those evolved under high co-infec-
tion can be considered genetically brittle (less-robust).
Here we tested the relationship between robustness and
evolvability by examining a subset of the pre-mutation
accumulation strains of virus φ6 (12 low co-infection
evolved viruses, 12 high co-infection evolved viruses), and
gauging their relative ability to adapt to a novel environ-
ment. To do so, we tested whether populations founded
by genetically-robust viruses were more evolvable than
lineages founded by genetically-brittle viruses, in an envi-
ronment that imposes strong directional selection. In par-
ticular, we explored whether robust virus lineages had the
capacity to evolve faster than brittle populations, when
viruses must adapt by evolving thermotolerance – resist-
ance to the deleterious consequences of periodic heat
shock.
Results
Effects of heat shock on virus φ6 survival
To test whether robust viruses are more evolvable than
their brittle counterparts, we first identified a novel selec-
tive environment which presented a challenge for virus φ6
growth and survival. The standard laboratory temperature
for culturing virus φ6 is 25°C. Previous work has shown
that the lytic enzyme (protein P5) of virus φ6 is adversely
affected by virus exposure to temperatures above 45°C
[25]. But the deleterious effects of elevated thermal envi-
ronments on the virus have not been studied extensively.
We developed a survival assay to measure how short term
(5 min) thermal incubation affects subsequent ability for
a φ6 population to attach to and/or replicate within P.
phaseolicola host bacteria. Bacteria-free lysates (~108 virus
particles) of the wild type virus were subjected to thermal
incubation at seven temperatures ranging between 35°C
and 50°C, in repeated (3 <n < 5) assays. Results showed
that temperatures increasingly higher than 40°C caused a
progressively larger fraction of the virus population to
become incapable of producing plaques on the host bac-
teria (Figure 3). These preliminary data indicated that heat
shock at an elevated temperature was highly debilitating
for the survival and/or fecundity of φ6 virions. Further-
more, the results suggested that propagation of the virus
under an elevated temperature should impose strong
selection for virus adaptation to resist the deleterious
effects of heat shock. We therefore chose 5 min exposure
to 45°C as the selective condition to impose heat shock;
in this habitat ~80% of wild type φ6 virions become una-
ble to productively infect cells and produce progeny (Fig-
ure 3).
Choice of representative robust and brittle clones
Our prior mutation-accumulation experiment revealed
that viruses which were evolved for 300 generations under
low and high levels of co-infection could be generally cat-
egorized as robust and brittle, respectively [10]. Using the
60-member collection of evolved viral clones that were
isolated prior to mutation accumulation, we randomly
chose 12 robust clones and 12 brittle clones (i.e., 4 from
Percent survival across a thermal gradient for wild type virus φ6 r veals that elevated temperatu es are harmful for virus su vivalFigur  3
Percent survival across a thermal gradient for wild 
type virus φ6 reveals that elevated temperatures are 
harmful for virus survival. Each point is the mean of 3 to 
5 measures, and error bars are 95% confidence intervals.Page 4 of 14
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that these clones were representative of the larger collec-
tion, we analyzed the pertinent data presented in the ear-
lier study [10]. Each of these clones had been used to
found a lineage subjected to 20 consecutive days of muta-
tion accumulation. Subsequently, the change in fitness
following random mutational input (Δlog10 W = log10
Wpost-bottleneck - log10 Wpre-bottleneck) was calculated for each
lineage. The data revealed that variance in Δlog10 W for the
12 lineages founded by high co-infection viruses (σ2 =
0.046) was over twice that of the low co-infection derived
lineages (σ2 = 0.020; two-tailed F-test: P0.05,11 = 0.174).
Robustness of one group relative to another can be
defined as lesser variance in fitness changes brought on by
mutation(s) added to the genome [4,26]. Thus, this result
is consistent with the idea that the low co-infection group
of viruses can be considered more robust than their high
co-infection counterparts [10]. Also, the grand mean
Δlog10 W following mutation accumulation for lineages
founded by high co-infection viruses (mean = -0.168) was
over three-fold greater than that of the low co-infection
derived lineages (mean = -0.052; two tailed t-test: P0.05,23
= 0.131). This outcome is consistent with theory suggest-
ing that increased mutational robustness should cause
mutations to have reduced effects on mean fitness [27].
Although both analyses were consistent with the previous
definition of low co-infection and high co-infection
viruses as robust and brittle, respectively, we noted that
neither analysis showed statistical significance at the 0.05
level. This is perhaps unsurprising because of the reduced
statistical power when analyzing differences between two
groups of size 12, instead of size 30 as in the earlier study
[10]. We concluded that the 24 clones could be used to
examine the link between robustness and evolvability, but
that the collection would provide a conservative test of the
hypothesis.
Initial survivability of robust and brittle clones under heat 
shock
We then conducted preliminary assays to confirm that the
two groups of strains (12 robust, 12 brittle) were equally
poor at surviving the selective heat-shock environment.
To do so, we measured the mean of percent survival (%S)
following 5 min exposure to 45°C for all 24 strains, using
repeated (n = 6) survival assays. Results (Figure 4) showed
that the grand mean %S for the 12 low co-infection
evolved (robust) strains was 14.899 ± 1.641 s.e.m, and
that for the 12 high co-infection evolved (brittle) clones
was 13.467 ± 3.312 s.e.m. The average of these data across
all 24 strains was 14.182 ± 2.163 s.e.m., which did not dif-
fer according to robust versus brittle categorization (two
tailed t-test: P0.05,23 = 0.702). We concluded that the two
groups of founding viruses were equivalent in average sur-
vival under heat shock at 45°C, regardless of their prior
history of selection at low versus high co-infection.
Equivalent fitness of robust and brittle clones at differing 
co-infection levels
We next conducted two preliminary experiments to deter-
mine whether the groups of viruses differed in fitness (rel-
ative growth on P. phaseolicola) at low and high co-
infection. Whereas the design of the original 300-genera-
tion experiment allowed pre-adsorption to cells to manip-
ulate co-infection level (Figure 1), the thermal selection
regime omitted this step so that individual viruses gener-
ally infect cells on their own (Figure 5). We noted that this
elimination of co-infection might cause the thermal selec-
tion to more closely mimic the previous low co-infection
habitat. In particular, if the high co-infection strains were
relatively poor at performing at low MOI, it would suggest
that they may be additionally challenged by simultane-
ously adapting to both heat shock and low co-infection in
the planned evolvability experiment. To determine
whether the two groups of founding viruses differed in
performance at low co-infection, we analyzed previous
data on the mean log10 W of each of the 24 strains relative
to a common competitor, obtained through repeated (n =
3) fitness assays. Consistent with earlier data for the entire
60-member collection [10], results for these 24 clones
showed that mean log10 W at low MOI did not signifi-
cantly differ according to prior adaptive history (low ver-
sus high co-infection) (two tailed t-test: P0.05,23 = 0.856).
We concluded that the intended thermal selection regime
involving propagation in absence of co-infection would
not bias in favor of viruses previously adapted to low co-
infection conditions.
Initial percent survival after heat shock (45°C) does not differ for 12 robus  virus clones (diamonds), and 12 brittle virus clones (sq are )Figure 4
Initial percent survival after heat shock (45°C) does 
not differ for 12 robust virus clones (diamonds), and 
12 brittle virus clones (squares). Solid line is the grand 
mean for the group, and dashed lines are 95% confidence 
intervals.Page 5 of 14
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groups of founding viruses differed in performance at
high co-infection, by estimating the mean log10 W of each
of the 24 strains relative to a common competitor, using
repeated (n = 3) fitness assays. Results showed that mean
fitness did not significantly differ according to prior adap-
tive history (low versus high co-infection) (two tailed t-
test: P0.05,23 = 0.135). We concluded that the two groups of
viruses were equivalent in fitness under low and high lev-
els of co-infection (see further discussion below).
Robust viruses are more evolvable under thermal selection
To test the formal hypothesis that evolvability correlates
with robustness we used the 12 robust and 12 brittle
clones as founders of independent lineages in an experi-
mental evolution study. The 24 lineages were subjected to
50 generations (10 days) of viral evolution, involving
daily exposure to 5 min incubation at 45°C, followed by
five generations of growth on P. phaseolicola at 25°C.
Thus, heat shock was imposed only every fifth generation
of virus evolution. At the end of the experiment, we used
replicated (n = 6) survival assays to measure mean %S at
45°C for each of the founding clones, and for each of their
corresponding derived endpoint populations. Measure-
ments of %S for a founding genotype and its evolved
descendant population were conducted in parallel. The
difference between the two mean values was then used to
estimate Δ%S, the change in average percent survival at
45°C following 50 generations of viral evolution with
periodic heat shock.
Results (Figure 6) showed that the mean Δ%S for lineages
founded by the robust strains was a significantly larger
value than that for the populations initiated by brittle
strains (Wilcoxon/Kruskal Wallis, n = 24, P = 0.016).
Although the founding clones showed no difference in
heat-shock survival prior to selection (Figure 4), we noted
that subtle differences in initial survival might be an
important factor in determining the extent of thermal
adaptation shown in Figure 6. We thus conducted a sepa-
rate analysis to determine whether final Δ%S achieved by
an experimental lineage correlated with the initial %S of
its corresponding ancestral clone. The analysis confirmed
that these variables were not significantly correlated (cor-
relation: r = 0.036, P = 0.868). Overall, these data pro-
vided strong support for the hypothesis that genetic
robustness promotes evolvability of virus φ6 in a novel
habitat where heat shock imposes directional selection.
Aside from the imposition of periodic heat-shock, the
selection experiment was designed to be highly similar to
the general culture conditions that the founding clones
previously experienced during their 300 generations of
evolution under low versus high co-infection (cf. Figures
1 and 5). To confirm that the periodic heat shock was
indeed providing the expected strong directional selec-
tion, we conducted an additional selection experiment
using a subset of the founding clones that did not differ in
initial %S. In this control experiment the lineages experi-
enced 10 passage days (50 generations of virus evolution),
but using 5 min incubation at the typical 25°C culture
temperature every fifth generation. At the end of the
experiment we measured Δ%S at 45°C with three-fold
Design for an evolution experiment where bacteriophage φ6 lineages were selected to withstand damaging effects of heat shockFigure 5
Design for an evolution experiment where bacteriophage φ6 lineages were selected to withstand damaging 
effects of heat shock. A virus lysate was exposed to 45°C incubation for 5 minutes, and a dilution of the surviving progeny 
was plated on a lawn of P. phaseolicola bacteria. Overnight plaque formation at the standard temperature of 25°C corre-
sponded to 5 generations of virus evolution. The plaques were then harvested to remove bacteria, and the process was 
repeated. Duration of the experiment was 10 days, equivalent to 50 virus generations.Page 6 of 14
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populations in parallel. Results showed that the two
groups of evolved lineages in this control experiment did
not statistically differ in Δ%S at 45°C (two tailed t-test:
P0.05,11 = 0.687). We therefore concluded that change in
resistance to heat shock was indeed an adaptive trait, and
not simply a consequential response to the general condi-
tions manipulated in our experiment to address the for-
mal hypothesis.
Discussion
Our results showed that variants of RNA virus φ6 that were
previously determined to be advantaged in their relative
genetic robustness [10], were also advantaged in terms of
their relative evolvability: greater capacity to undergo
adaptive change in a novel environment. These data pro-
vide empirical evidence that increased robustness can pro-
mote evolvability in a biological system, at least for an
RNA virus challenged by growth under the heat-shock
conditions we imposed.
Differential mutability is an unlikely mechanism driving 
evolvability
We previously suggested that lower replication fidelity
should be more easily tolerated by biological systems
which are relatively robust, or phenotypically constant, in
the face of mutational change [10]. In this way, evolution
of higher mutation rate may be expected to coincide with
evolution of genetic robustness. In turn, this elevated
mutation rate could provide an underlying genetic mech-
anism to explain why robustness promotes evolvability.
That is, the increased genetic variation which is concomi-
tant with high mutation rate may prove useful under envi-
ronmental change, assuming that the greater variation
affords access to more mutations of beneficial effect. We
note that this suggested mutational mechanism linking
robustness and evolvability is fundamentally different
than the well-known advantage of mutator genotypes for
hastening the adaptive process [28,29]. Mutator mutants
may be found at higher than expected frequencies in lab-
oratory and natural populations of bacteria, because
mutators profit from their increased production of bene-
ficial mutations by genetic hitch-hiking when populations
adapt to novel conditions [30]. Once a population
becomes dominated by mutators its fate is unclear, how-
ever. The long-term fitness of mutator populations may be
low for many reasons, such as their tendency to experi-
ence mutations that eliminate functions unneeded in the
current environment but essential in future habitats, and
their risk of mutational extinction when population size is
small [30]. Thus, mutator mutants (or mutator alleles)
may only provide a transient competitive advantage. In
contrast, we suggest that the coupling of increased muta-
tion rate with robustness should be less of a liability; e.g.,
a high fitness load of deleterious mutations is unexpected
in robust systems because they are defined as relatively
buffered against mutation effects [4]. In this way, elevated
mutation rate paired with robustness may provide a better
strategy than mutators, for high mutation rate to promote
evolvability.
Our earlier work hinted that elevated mutation rate may
be a characteristic of the virus φ6 strains which we defined
as relatively robust [10]. In particular, we examined a set
of 3 robust and 3 brittle clones (1 drawn from each popu-
lation at generation 300), and compared their ability to
generate spontaneous mutants that were capable of grow-
ing on two novel species of host bacteria (P. syringae
pathovar atrofaciens, P. syringae pathovar tomato). We
observed that the robust viruses tended to generate much
higher frequencies of mutants, which suggested that
robustness coincided with a higher mutation rate [10].
However, in that same study we cautioned that the muta-
tion frequency data may not be generally representative of
changes occurring at other loci; although many different
mutations underlie the expanded host-range phenotype,
these changes generally map to the P3 gene on the
medium RNA segment of virus φ6 [31-33]. Furthermore,
our data also showed that the higher mutation frequency
of the robust viruses became greatly diminished (but still
statistically differed), when viruses first mutated to infect
P. atrofaciens and were then forced to obtain an additional
mutation that allowed infection of P. tomato [10]. The lat-
Mean change in percent survival after heat shock (45°C) is gr ter for virus lineages founded by 12 robust strains (d a-monds), relative to tha for li eages initi ted by 12 brittle strai  (squ res)Figure 6
Mean change in percent survival after heat shock 
(45°C) is greater for virus lineages founded by 12 
robust strains (diamonds), relative to that for line-
ages initiated by 12 brittle strains (squares). All popu-
lations were subjected to 10 days (50 generations) of 
selection in a high temperature environment. Solid line is the 
grand mean for the group, and dashed lines are 95% confi-
dence intervals.Page 7 of 14
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process governed the host-range phenotype and that the
robust viruses happened to possess the precursor allele
change, whereas the brittle viruses did not. Therefore, the
data may be more indicative of interesting differences in
genetic architecture of gene P3 among robust and brittle
strains, but these differences may confound comparisons
of their relative mutation rates.
We identified a method for comparing mutant frequen-
cies among robust and brittle strains of virus φ6 which
should be less confounded by any of their underlying dif-
ferences in genetic architecture in gene P3. The approach
involved examining the frequency of mutants that are
resistant to the chemical butylated hydroxytoluene
(BHT). BHT is shown to be lethal to virus φ6 genotypes
because it cleaves protein P3 from the virion, preventing
attachment and subsequent entry of the virus into the P.
phaseolicola host cell [34]. But one or more spontaneous
mutations in gene P6 can provide resistance to BHT,
because protein P6 anchors protein P3 and certain muta-
tions in P6 prevent the cleavage process [34]. Using lysates
of the 24 clones that founded our selection experiments,
we measured the ability for a clone to generate mutants
resistant to BHT (see Methods). We observed no signifi-
cant difference in the frequency of BHT resistant mutants
according to categorization of the clones as robust versus
brittle (Wilcoxon/Kruskal Wallis, n = 24, P = 0.355).
Because variability in mutant frequency was seen among
strains in these assays, we surmised that subtle differences
in BHT-mutant frequency (as a proxy for mutation rate)
might be associated with the observed differences in
evolvability. Thus, we also examined the relationship
between BHT-mutant frequency and mean adaptive
change in our heat-shock experiment (Δ%S) for the set of
24 clones. This analysis (Figure 7) showed no overall sig-
nificant correlation between the two variables (correla-
tion: r = 0.244, P = 0.251). In addition, correlation
analyses conducted independently for the two groups
were not significant either (12 robust clones: r = 0.112, P
= 0.730; 12 brittle clones: r = 0.013, P = 0.967). These
results strongly suggested that mutation rate differences
among strains in our study did not influence their
observed evolvability. Furthermore, these data for BHT
mutant frequencies do not provide support for elevated
mutation rate as the underlying mechanism governing the
observed link between robustness and evolvability in
virus φ6. However, although we cautioned against using
host-range assays to discern mutation rate differences
among robust and brittle clones [10], we note that these
results combined with the current BHT-resistance assays
provide mixed evidence for the hypothesis on differential
mutability. We therefore do not unequivocally reject the
idea that higher mutation rates contribute to the evolva-
bility advantage of robust lineages under heat shock.
A somewhat related idea is that adaptation to the 45°C
heat shock might require multiple mutational substitu-
tions, and the robust clones evolved relatively faster
because they happened to contain one or more of the
needed mutations. We find this explanation unlikely,
however. We observed that the initial survival of robust
and brittle clones did not statistically differ at 45°C, using
replicated survival assays which exposed lysates contain-
ing 108 particles of a test clone to the challenge tempera-
ture (see Methods). These assayed lysates should be easily
large enough to harbor rare spontaneous mutants;
although the mutation rate and mutation spectrum for
45°C heat-shock resistance are unknown in φ6, we can
expect between 10-4 and 10-6 particles should contain a
point mutation for resistance to a selective challenge such
as growth on a novel host [21,35]. Thus, if the genetic
architectures of robust clones happened to place them
much closer to the needed optimum (e.g. only one muta-
tion away), rare mutants with high percent survival
should occur more often in the assays involving robust
clones, producing occasional "jackpots" in survivorship of
these clones and a detectable difference in mean surviva-
bility between robust and brittle strains. We did not
observe such greater variance among assay replicates at
45°C for the robust clones (data not shown); therefore,
the available data do not support the idea that robust
strains are relatively fewer mutations away from the opti-
mum.
Changes in percent survival of lineages subjected to heat-shock selection do not correlate significantly with their founding clone's l g10 mut ti n fr qu n y for BHT resisance, a proxy for mutation rateFigur  7
Changes in percent survival of lineages subjected to 
heat-shock selection do not correlate significantly 
with their founding clone's log10 mutation frequency 
for BHT resistance, a proxy for mutation rate. Data 
are for the 12 lineages and founding clones defined as robust 
(diamonds), and as brittle (squares).Page 8 of 14
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robustness and evolvability
We have yet to determine the exact molecular mechanism
responsible for differences in genetic robustness among
φ6 virus genotypes. However, data from other systems
point to differences in protein stability as the responsible
mechanism. In particular, it has been shown that proteins
can be identical in shape, despite underlying sequence dif-
ferences that impact protein sensitivity to the effects of
mutations (i.e. robustness) [15]. These results suggest that
the less-sensitive (relatively robust) proteins are more
likely to maintain their function in a new environment
where innovation is needed [15,36]. This mechanism may
similarly account for differences in robustness among
strains of virus φ6, and could explain why robustness is
linked with evolvability. That is, the robust viruses may
feature proteins that tend to be capable of undergoing
mutations while maintaining their proper folding. In the
heat-shock environment we provided as a selective chal-
lenge, evolution of greater protein thermostability would
be beneficial. We infer that one or more proteins of the
robust viruses were better adept at maintaining their
proper fold, while allowing the input of spontaneous
mutation(s) that led to exploration of novel thermostable
genotypes. This combination would thus explain the
increased ability for the robust viruses to adapt to the heat
shock. In contrast, the brittle viruses were perhaps con-
strained in their ability to adapt because their proteins
encountered mutations that increased thermostability,
while compromising the ability to efficiently produce
viral progeny.
We showed that the 12 robust and 12 brittle viruses used
as founding genotypes in the current study were equally
poor at surviving in the 45°C selective habitat (Figure 4).
But empirical support for the argued protein stability
mechanism would be increased survivability of robust
strains at less-extreme temperatures, such as those ranging
between 40°C and 45°C. Our preliminary data for a sub-
set of the strains support this idea because the robust gen-
otypes showed relatively greater survival at temperatures
such as 42°C (Ogbunugafor, McBride and Turner, unpub-
lished data); however, future work is needed to confirm
the presumed thermostability advantage of robust strains.
We note that percent survival at 42°C was variable among
the subsets of 6 robust and 6 brittle clones examined in
these preliminary assays, and that 42°C survival did not
correlate with their observed evolvability (Δ%S at 45°C)
in our selection experiment (robust strains: r = 0.222, P =
0.672; brittle strains: r = 0.387, P = 0.448). Therefore, our
data suggest that robust strains of φ6 are generally better at
surviving moderate temperatures such as 42°C, but indi-
vidual strain toleration of this temperature does not pre-
dict the adaptive success of its descendent lineage under
45°C selection. This analysis suggests that virus perform-
ance at moderate temperatures and evolvability under
extreme temperature is not a trivial relationship, such as
that resulting from a pre-existing mutation in a founding
clone which places its descendent lineage closer to a selec-
tive optimum that is only two mutational steps away.
Choice of additional environments to study the robustness/
evolvability link
If we are correct in inferring that robust genotypes of virus
φ6 tend to contain proteins which are relatively ther-
mostable, one might predict that the positive relationship
between robustness and evolvability is specific to ele-
vated-temperature environments, such as the 45°C heat-
shock selection imposed in the current study. But this is
unknown. Thus, it would be interesting and useful to
examine the link between robustness and evolvability of
virus φ6 in novel environments aside from 45°C heat
shock, but this effort extends beyond the scope of the cur-
rent study. The virology literature describes many exam-
ples of how virus growth/survival can be negatively
affected by environmental perturbations [37-39]. For
instance, viruses can be damaged due to abiotic challenges
such as increased acidity or UV irradiation, and virus
growth can be restricted by biotic challenges such as infec-
tion of novel host species or cell types [37-41]. Thus, there
exist varied and abundant choices for examining the rela-
tionship between robustness and evolvability in bacteri-
ophage φ6 and in other virus systems.
But our study suggests that caution is warranted when
choosing an environment that may be appropriate for
studying the relationship between robustness and evolva-
bility. In particular, our data regarding mutation frequen-
cies on novel host bacteria suggest that differences in
underlying genetic architectures exist among robust and
brittle strains of virus φ6, constraining the ability for brit-
tle viruses to undergo spontaneous mutations allowing
use of novel Pseudomonas hosts [10]. Thus, in our particu-
lar virus system the choice of a novel host habitat for
examining the relationship between robustness and
evolvability may be particularly problematic. We infer
that differential changes in the genetic architecture of P3
among low and high co-infection evolved viruses may
simply have been a consequence of evolution in these two
habitats. For example, the robust strains which evolved
under low MOI perhaps needed to maintain stability of
the P3 protein as part of their inherent robustness,
whereas this gene could have changed in the brittle strains
because the high MOI environment itself (i.e., genetic
complementation) provided the needed robustness.
Whatever the reason for this apparent difference in genetic
architecture, it indicates that evolution of novel host-use
may be a troublesome context for examining the relation-
ship between robustness and evolvability in virus φ6.Page 9 of 14
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We inferred that individual-level robustness de-volved in
the high co-infection selected viruses due to operation of
genetic complementation which provided a "built-in"
environmental mechanism for robustness [10]. But we
also asserted that the occurrence of complementation
caused selection to favor the evolution of "cheater" geno-
types of virus φ6 in the high co-infection lineages [19].
The evidence was that viruses evolved under high co-infec-
tion (but not low co-infection) improved in fitness rela-
tive to the ancestor in their selective environment, at the
expense of fitness improvement in the unselected envi-
ronment [19]. This performance trade-off was especially
evident after 200 generations of selection, when cheater
viruses seemed to dominate the high co-infection line-
ages; these cheaters gain a fitness advantage when co-
infecting a cell with non-cheater genotypes, but perform
relatively poorly when infecting a cell on their own [42-
44]. However, the current study confirms our earlier
observation that by generation 300 the low and high co-
infection evolved clones are equivalent in fitness across
the two environments [10]. We suggested that this result
could be explained by dissimilarities between average fit-
ness of a microbial population, compared with the fitness
of clones drawn from the parent population [10].
However, here we offer a more plausible (and simpler)
explanation for the transient nature of the trade-off suf-
fered by high co-infection evolved viruses. The possibility
exists that by generation 300 the high co-infection popu-
lations are no longer dominated by cheater viruses which
present the trade-off; we discussed this possible outcome
in a separate study [43]. If the environment allows co-
infection, virus φ6 cheaters can displace the wild type
ancestor, consistent with cheating behavior as an evolu-
tionary stable strategy (ESS) in game theory contexts pit-
ting evolved cheaters against the ancestral cooperator
[42]. But evolved cheaters cannot prevent invasion by
evolved cooperators, indicating a mixed ESS [43]. The
ability for cheaters to be tolerated as a minority subpopu-
lation is often seen in biological systems [45]. Thus, the
transition of cheater viruses from a majority genotype at
generation 200 to a minority subpopulation at generation
300 would explain why random clones drawn from the
endpoint high co-infection lineages no longer presented
the expected fitness trade-off across environments. Our
preliminary results support this idea (Duffy, Dennehy and
Turner, unpublished data). Whole genome sequencing
was used to identify the molecular substitutions which
distinguish the generation-200 cheater viruses from the
wild type ancestor and from the similarly evolved cooper-
ator viruses. By generation 300, none of these characteris-
tic substitutions are observed as majority alleles in
population-level consensus sequencing of the parent pop-
ulations (Duffy, Dennehy and Turner, unpublished data).
Evidence for increased genetic diversity within robust 
populations
Genetic analyses should also prove useful for confirming
the presumed role of latent genetic variation in our
observed link between robustness and evolvability.
Regardless of the molecular mechanism (e.g. protein sta-
bility) responsible for robustness in virus φ6, it is expected
that a robust population should harbor more genetic
diversity than its brittle counterpart. This assumption fol-
lows directly from the definition of robust genomes; i.e.
they should be more easily capable of amassing neutral
mutations because their robustness causes random muta-
tions to be neutral in the current environment. All else
being equal, we therefore might expect a larger number of
molecular substitutions per genome in the generation-
300 strains drawn from the low co-infection lineages, and
a greater number of haplotypes per population in these
treatment populations. Of course, the problem is that all
else is not necessarily equal. Immediately above we dis-
cussed how cheaters might have been transiently success-
ful in the high co-infection lineages, which suggests that
virus-virus coevolution in these populations might have
caused greater dynamic turnover of alleles and, hence,
more extensive molecular evolution.
Nevertheless, we acquired preliminary sequence data to
examine the predicted larger number of substitutions/
strain, and larger total number of haplotypes present (i.e.
greater genetic diversity) in the generation-300 lineages
evolved under low co-infection, which we defined as rela-
tively robust. As part of a separate study (Duffy, Dennehy
and Turner, unpublished data), for all 24 strains we
sequenced a 665 bp region on the large segment which is
entirely protein-coding for the RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase P2, a region that is thought to be highly con-
served [46,47]. We also sequenced a 658 bp region on the
small segment containing the C-terminal end of the lytic
protein P5; the majority of this region (438 bp, or 66.6%)
is not protein-coding [48] and may be under weaker selec-
tion because it seems to be the least translated portion of
the virus φ6 genome [49,50]. Together the two regions
represent ~10% of the total φ6 genome.
As expected, very few changes were observed in the
sequenced portion of the highly-conserved polymerase
gene P2. Two synonymous substitutions were found in
this protein-coding region of the large RNA segment:
mutation N104N shared by clones L2.3 and L2.4, and
mutation E255E shared by clones H1.1 and H1.7. Few
changes were also observed in the coding region of the
sequenced portion of gene P5 on the small segment. Here
we observed two synonymous substitutions (F169F
shared by clones L1.9 and L3.4; P197P shared by clones
L2.8, H3.1, H3.5, H3.6 and H3.9) and one non-synony-
mous change (A208E in clones H1.3 and H1.6). ThePage 10 of 14
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total mutations, all of which occurred in five clones drawn
from populations in the low co-infection treatment:
t2209c in L3.2, g2231a in L1.9, a2272g in L1.2, c2281t in
L2.3 and L2.4, t2387c in L2.3 and L2.4. These five non-
coding mutations explain the difference in the number of
mutations observed in clones drawn from the two treat-
ments (eight unique mutations in the low multiplicity
evolved clones, three in the high multiplicity strains). The
data show that the low co-infection (robust) strains had
an average of 1.08 substitutions/strain (13 mutations
across 12 clones), compared to 0.58 substitutions/strain
(7 mutations across 12 clones) for the high co-infection
(brittle) strains. The sequence data also allowed us to esti-
mate the inferred number of haplotypes per evolved pop-
ulation: L1, 3; L2, 3; L3, 3; H1, 2; H2, 1; H3, 1. The
difference between robust and brittle populations in the
inferred number of haplotypes was found to be statisti-
cally significant (two-tailed t-test: P0.05,4 = 0.007). We con-
cluded that the φ6 populations evolved under low
multiplicity showed greater genetic variability than the
high MOI populations, on average, based on sequence
data representing ~10% of the viral genome.
Although these results are highly preliminary, they are
consistent with the expected influence of robustness on
genetic variation within populations. Finally, we note that
this apparently greater genetic variance among the 12
robust clones did not translate to greater variance in sur-
vivability under 45°C heat shock; rather, the less-diverse
brittle clones were observed to be more variable in initial
thermotolerance (Figure 4). This interesting outcome is
entirely consistent with the greater constancy of pheno-
type expected for robust genotypes relative to brittle ones,
despite the greater genetic variance predicted under
robustness.
Conclusion
Our empirical data are highly valuable for advancing gen-
eral understanding of evolutionary biology, because we
demonstrated that robustness and evolvability can be pos-
itively correlated in a biological system. Also, we cau-
tiously suggest that our results may be broadly relevant to
the evolution of RNA viruses in general. Attention is often
focused on the medical importance of RNA viruses, and
the ease with which these pathogens seem to emerge in
humans. New or improved antiviral drugs are becoming
increasingly crucial for controlling RNA viruses, because
vaccines are often unavailable or ineffective in treating
infections and disease. It is believed that some of these
drugs are effective because they elevate RNA virus muta-
tion rate within the host individual, perhaps owing to
mutational meltdown that causes the virus population to
go extinct [51]. Although such therapies can effectively
decrease viral fitness, they also may strongly select for evo-
lution of mechanisms allowing virus resistance [52]. One
possible mode of resistance is reduced sensitivity to the
deleterious effects of elevated mutation rates via increased
robustness [11], as suggested in the evolution of HIV-1
populations [53]. However, the likelihood of such
evolved mechanisms remains largely unexplored. Our
study warns that increased resistance to mutational thera-
pies may simultaneously select for RNA viruses that have
a greater potential to adapt to future therapies, suggesting
caution should be heeded when considering the useful-
ness of such interventions.
By suggesting that robustness may positively relate to
evolvability, our study sheds light on a fundamental ten-
sion that exists in explaining how organisms persist in the
face of environmental change. The ability to withstand
change, while simultaneously adapting to future
unknown perturbations are tasks whose simultaneous
achievement have heretofore seemed incongruous. Our
study hints that these seemingly incompatible tasks can
be achieved in a biological system, and demonstrate how
evolution itself has the potential to evolve.
Methods
Strains and Culture Conditions
Virus φ6 is a lytic bacteriophage which contains a ~13 kb
double-stranded RNA genome divided into three seg-
ments per particle [54]. The current study used 24 clones
of virus φ6 that were derived from six experimental line-
ages (4 clones per lineage) in a previous study examining
the effects of low versus high co-infection on virus evolu-
tion (Figures 1, 2) [10,19,42,43]. The 12 low co-infection-
evolved clones were previously described as robust
(L1.10, L1.2, L1.7, L1.9, L2.3, L2.4, L2.6, L2.8, L3.2, L3.4,
L3.7, L3.8), and the 12 high co-infection-evolved clones
as brittle (H1.1, H1.3, H1.6, H1.7, H2.10, H2.2, H2.4,
H2.5, H3.1, H3.5, H3.6, H3.9), based on data amassed for
experimental lineages founded by these clones in a sepa-
rate mutation-accumulation study (Figure 2) [10]. Pseu-
domonas syringae pv.phaseolicola (American Type Culture
collection #21781) was the host bacterium used in all
experiments, and culture conditions are previously
described [10,55]. Bacterial stocks were stored in 4:6 glyc-
erol/LC (v/v) at -80°C. Viruses were grown on lawns
made from overnight bacterial cultures. Agar concentra-
tions in plates were 1.5% and 0.7% for bottom and top LC
agar, respectively. Plates contained 3 mL of top agar and a
200 μL bacterial lawn. Virus lysates were prepared by
growing viruses on a P. phaseolicola lawn for 24 hr; plaques
were then collected and filtered (0.22 μm filter, Durapore,
Millipore) to remove bacteria. Virus lysates were stored at
-20°C in 4:6 glycerol/LC (v/v).Page 11 of 14
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Temperature survival was assayed by placing 120 μl of a
virus lysate (~108 particles) in a PCR tube, followed by
immediate sampling onto a host lawn to confirm the ini-
tial virus titer (Ni). The lysate was then placed in a pre-
heated Eppendorf thermocycler for 5 min incubation,
followed by sampling onto a host lawn to measure final
titer (Nf). Percent survival (%S) equaled (Nf/Ni) * 100.
Thus, survival at a test temperature was gauged through
plaque-forming units (pfu), the phage particles that were
viable for growth at 25°C.
Heat-Shock Selection
Virus lineage adaptation to heat shock occurred through
experimental evolution involving periodic exposure to
high temperature (Figure 5). A lineage experienced the
survival assay at 45°C, followed by sampling to create a
dilution series on host lawns. After overnight incubation
at 25°C, the dilution yielding ~103 pfu was harvested to
obtain a new lysate. The survival assay and plating were
then repeated using naïve (non-coevolved) bacteria. This
propagation scheme was repeated for 10 consecutive days.
Because the overnight plaque growth corresponded to 5
viral generations [10], the experiment lasted 50 genera-
tions, where heat shock occurred every fifth generation. A
total of 24 virus lineages (12 robust, 12 brittle) experi-
enced this evolution with periodic 45°C heat shock. Also,
we conducted an otherwise identical control experiment,
where a subset of the clones (6 robust, 6 brittle) were
allowed to evolve using a periodic temperature challenge
of the standard 25°C environment.
Fitness assay
Fitness assays consisted of paired-growth experiments
[22], which compared 24 hr growth on P. phaseolicola of a
test genotype (or population) relative to a common com-
petitor of φ6 bearing a genetic marker. In some assays the
marked competitor was a host-range mutant containing a
substitution in gene P3 of the medium RNA segment,
allowing infection of P. pseudoalcaligenes bacteria. In other
assays the competitor was an engineered mutant bearing
the alpha subunit of the Escherichia coli beta-galactosidase
(β-gal) gene on the large RNA segment [21]; fitness com-
parisons among viruses were only conducted when the
strains were competed against an identical common com-
petitor. The test strain and common competitor were
mixed at a 1:1 volumetric ratio, and then a dilution of this
mixture containing ~400 viruses was plated on a P. pha-
seolicola lawn. Pre-adsorption to cells before plating was
only allowed if the fitness assay examined impact of co-
infection on relative fitness. After 24 hr incubation, the
~400 plaques were harvested and filtered to obtain a cell
free lysate. When the common competitor was a host-
range mutant, the ratios of competing genotypes in the
starting mixture (R0) and in the harvested lysate (R1) were
obtained by plating on mixed lawns of P. phaseolicola and
P. pseudoalcaligenes (200:1 mixture), where ordinary and
host-range genotypes form turbid and clear plaques,
respectively. When the common competitor contained
the β-gal gene insertion, ratios were tracked by plating on
lawns of P. phaseolicola bacteria containing the beta subu-
nit of the β-gal gene, allowing the marked competitor to
produce blue plaques on agar containing X-gal (0.4% w/
v). Fitness (W) was defined as the relative change in ratio
of ordinary to marked virus, or W = R1/R0.
Mutant frequency estimates
We measured the frequency of spontaneous BHT-resistant
mutants that occurred within virus populations grown in
the absence of the chemical. A high-titer lysate (typically
~1010 viruses per mL) of a virus genotype was grown and
titered on P. phaseolicola, and a sample of the lysate was
then placed in 0.12 mM BHT for 5 min. Mutant frequency
was calculated as the number of plaque-forming mutants
per viruses in the inoculum following BHT exposure.
Sequencing
Genomic extraction was performed using QIAamp Viral
RNA minikits (Qiagen). The dsRNA genome was reverse
transcribed using random hexamer primers (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) and resultant cDNA was used as PCR tem-
plate (primers available on request). PCR products were
purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification kit (Qiagen)
or ExoSAP-It (US Biological, Swampscott, MA). Sequenc-
ing was performed using the BigDye Terminator reaction
v3.1 on an ABI 3100. Sequence reads were curated by eye
using Sequencher software (ver. 4.2.2, Gene Codes Corpo-
ration, Ann Arbor, MI) and compared using ClustalX
http://bips.u-strasbg.fr/fr/Documentation/ClustalX/ and
MacClade 4.06 (Sinauer Associates Inc., Sutherland, MA).
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